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Learning Leadership
 Makes

continuous learning
about the practice & dynamics
a priority – so leaders are
constantly ‘becoming’
 Regards fostering the learning
of colleagues & followers the
most important task of
leadership
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Survival Advice Memo
 Imagine

you have won the lottery
& it’s your last day at work.
 You have 5 minutes to jot down
for your successor the advice you
wish YOU had been given before
you began your job.
 What do you write?

What they wrote …
 For

your 1st year your task is
to keep your job – you are a
cultural anthropologist learning
the unofficial history &
narrative of the institution, &
drawing a political map of the
lay of the land. Who has
T.A.B.S.?
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What they wrote …
 You

need to keep resistance in
perspective & NOT take it
personally
 Feeling impostorship is normal
 Be wary of committing cultural
suicide – introducing an initiative
in a way that alienates colleagues
staff (usually because you don’t
know the unofficial narrative of the
institution)

What they wrote …
 You

need to deal with isolation by
building a support group with
colleagues in similar institutions
 You need to accept that some
problems are inherently unsolvable & to live with that tension
 Learn provisionality – it’s good
enough till something better arrives
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What they wrote …
 Beware

of the trap of
‘Conversional Obsession’ –
assuming you are only effective if
your most ardent opponents
become supporters of your
decisions
 You need to develop ‘epistemic
cognition’- to know why you trust
your instincts & why they’re right

What they wrote …
 Research

how colleagues &
staff perceive your actions
– the Critical Incident
Questionnaire as a Meeting
Evaluation tool
 (www.stephenbrookfield.co
m)
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CRITICAL INCIDENT
QUESTIONNAIRE – C.I.Q.
Most

engaged moment
Most distanced moment
Most helpful action
Most puzzling action
What surprised you most

CIQ
Report main themes out at start of
next meeting – anything mentioned by
10% of participants makes it onto the
report
 Seek to understand problems more
fully
 Clarify what’s negotiable & nonnegotiable
 Show how comments alter or
underscore your leadership practice
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What Colleagues, Peers & Staff
Value
That you’re CREDIBLE
 Expertise – answering unexpected
questions / dealing with
unanticipated situations well
 Experience – public disclosure how
past experiences frame one’s
responses to a problem
 Rationale – public disclosure of why
you do what you do

What Colleagues, Peers & Staff
Value
That you’re AUTHENTIC
 Congruence

of words &

actions
 Full Disclosure of
expectations, agendas, criteria
 Public responsiveness to
expressed concerns
 Error – straight
acknowledgment
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Resource
LEARNING AS A WAY OF LEADING
Stephen Preskill & Stephen Brookfield
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass/Wiley),
2009
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